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PRESCRIBING SCALAR CURVATURES
ON THE CONFORMAL CLASSES

OF COMPLETE METRICS WITH NEGATIVE CURVATURE

ZHIREN JIN

Abstract. Let (Mn , g) be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold

with the curvature bounded between two negative constants. Given a function

K on M" , in terms of the behaviors of K at infinite, we give a fairly com-

plete answer to when the K can be the scalar curvature function of a complete

metric gi  which is conformai to g .

1. Introduction

Let (Mn, g) be a «-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a metric g,

n > 3 . An interesting problem in Riemannian geometry is to study if one can

conformally deform the metric g to a metric gi such that the scalar curvature

of gi is a prescribed function K on Mn . In the case that M" is compact and

Tí is a constant, this is just the famous Yamabe problem. The Yamabe problem

had drawn a lot of attention from mathematicians because the equivalent PDE

problem stands for a critical case that the standard analytic machinery can apply.

The solution of the Yamabe problem was first claimed by Yamabe in 1960 [26].

In 1968, Triidinger [25] found a serious gap in Yamabe's proof and filled the
gap for the case that the metric has nonpositive scalar curvature. Later Aubin

[2] showed the solution for the case n > 6 and (M", g) is nonconformally

flat. The remaining cases, which are the most difficult, were finally solved by

Schoen [21]. Also see [15] for a unified proof in all cases. For recent progress
of the general problem of prescribing scalar curvatures on a compact manifold,

one may see [22] and [13].
In this paper, we consider the case that (Mn, g) is complete noncompact.

Since in this case, the metric g is complete, we require the metric gi to also

be complete. For the sake of clarity, we restate the problem.

Let (M", g) be a complete noncompact Riemannian manifold, n > 3.

Given a function K on (Mn, g), is there a complete metric gi, which is

conformai to g and the scalar curvature of gi is AT ?
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If we write gi = u4^" 2)g for some u > 0 on M" , then the solvability of

the problem is equivalent to the solvability of the following PDE problem.

{- ynAgu + S0u = Ku{n+2^"-2)   on M",

u4/{"-2)g   is complete on M",

u>0   on Mn,

where yn = 4(n - l)/(« - 2), Ag is the Laplace operator with respect to the

metric g, and So is the scalar curvature of g.

For problem (P), there have been various kinds of results. In 1982, Ni con-

sidered the case that (M", g) is the standard Euclidean space. By studying

radial symmetric solutions and using the super- and subsolution method, Ni

[17] was able to show some existence and nonexistence results for problem

(P) in this case. In an attempt to understand the Yamabe problem for complete

noncompact manifolds, Aviles and McOwen [6] showed that a complete metric,

with scalar curvature bounded above by a negative constant outside a compact

set, can always be conformally deformed to a complete metric with negative

constant scalar curvature. While in [12], we demonstrated counterexamples to

show that the Yamabe problem for complete noncompact manifolds is not al-

ways solvable. For the general problem of prescribing scalar curvatures on a

complete manifold with negative curvature (the problem was raised as an open

problem in [13]), Aviles and McOwen [5] showed the following existence result

(Theorem 4 in [5]).

Theorem. Suppose Mn is complete, noncompact and simply connected. For

some positive constants A, B, sectional curvature Sec(g) of g satisfies -A2 <

Sec(g) < -B2. Let r(x) be the distance of a point x to a fixed point with

respect to the metric g. Then problem (P) is solvable if

(i) A2/B2<(n- l)2/n(n-2);
(ii) -C2 < K(x) < — C\ for r(x) > rn , where C2, Ci, r0 are some positive

constants;

(iii) max^Ts: < C(r0,A,B, n, Ci)(A2/B2 - (n - \)2/n(n - 2)), where

C(r0, A, B, n, Ci) is a constant.

Furthermore, if (ii) holds for /-n = 0, then the conditions (i) and (iii) are not

necessarly, and the solution is unique if K < 0 on M" .

The goal of this paper is to continue to study the problem of prescribing

scalar curvatures on complete noncompact manifolds with negative curvature.

Our basic assumptions on the manifold (A/71, g) are

M" is complete, noncompact and simply connected; the curvature of g sat-

isfies Sec(g) < -B2, Ricc(g) > -(n - \)A2 for some positive constants A,

B.
Actually our results are true for weaker curvature assumptions. We will re-

mark on this point at appropriate places. The results we get will give, in terms

of the behaviors at infinity of the prescribed function K, a fairly complete an-
swer to when K can be the scalar curvature of a complete metric gi which is

conformai to g.

Here are our main results. We assume the basic assumptions for all results.

Furthermore, we assume n > 4 in the first theorem and n > 3 in the rest.

For the results corresponding to Theorem 1 when n = 3, see Theorem A and
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Theorem B in §3. The distance of a point x to a fixed point with respect to

the metric g will be denoted by r(x)

The first result says that if K is nonnegative near oo, then problem (P) is

not solvable.

Theorem 1 (n > 4). If there is r0 > 0, such that K(x) > Ofor r(x) > r0. Then

problem (P) has no solutions.

The second result says that if K tends to negative infinity as r —► oo, then

problem (P) is not solvable.

Theorem 2 (n > 3). If there are positive constants C, r0, a, such that K(x) <

_Qear(x) j-Qr r^xj > rQ j  tnen probiem (p) nas no solutions.

The third result says that problem (P) is solvable for the "rest cases".

Theorem 3 (n > 3). If K < 0 on Mn , and there are positive constants Cj, C2,

a, k, rn, such that —Ci < K(x) < -Cie~ar{x> for r(x) > rn, then problem

(P) has at least one solution.

Using the inhomogeneity of the equation in problem (P), we see that Theo-

rem 3 is a special case of the following more general result which we will prove.

Theorem 4 (n > 3). Given positive constants A, B, r0, a, k, there is a con-

stant C(A, B, n , r0, k, a) > 0, such that if max^« K < C(A,B,n,r0,k,a),

and for some positive constant C2, -Ci < K(x) < -e~ar{-x"> forr(x) > ro. Then

problem (P) has at least one solution.

It is clear that Theorem 4 generalizes Aviles and McOwen's result.

From the analysis point of view, in the case that (Mn , g) has negative cur-

vature, the difficulties for solving (P) mainly arise from the noncompactness

of the manifold M" and the generality of the metric. For nonexistence results,

our idea is to look at the spherical average of the solution u on the geodesic

spheres. By studying the ordinary differential inequalities for the spherical av-

erage induced from the equation in problem (P), we are able to prove that

the metric gi = w4/("_2)g is not complete for a solution u of problem (P),
therefore showing a contradiction. Here one of the main technical difficulties

is that the estimates of the volume element from the curvature assumptions

only allow one control the first order derivatives of the volume element. This

difficulty is overcome by an adoption of an idea used in the beautiful proofs of

the unique continuation theorems appeared in [9] and [14] (see Remark 1 in

§3). For existence results, the method is the super-sub-solution method; in this

case, a careful computation and scaling of the metric are needed for us to prove

the present result.

When n = 2, the problem of prescribing scalar curvatures has also been

received extensive study. When (M2, g) is of negative curvature, the problem

is greatly simplified by the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma. For further detailed results

when n = 2, one might see [4, 5, 7, 16, 18, 19, 20].
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we present some results that will be

needed in the proofs. In §3, we prove the nonexistence results. The existence

results will be proved in §4.

Acknowledgment. The author would like to thank Professor Jerry Kazdan for

helpful suggestions and Dr. S. H. Zhu for helpful discussions.  This research
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was done while the author was visiting the Institute for Advanced Study during

the 1990-1991 academic year.

2. Preliminaries and notation

In this section, we fix notation and present some known results which will be

needed in the proofs.

Let Sec(g) be the sectional curvature of g, Ricc(g) the Ricci curvature of

g, and So the scalar curvature of g.

Throughout the paper, we will assume that the manifold (Mn, g) satisfies

(we refer to these assumptions as basic assumptions).

(Mn , g) is complete, noncompact and simply connected; for some positive

constants A, B, Sec(g) < -B2, Ricc(g) > -(« - l)A2.
Fix a point, say o, in Mn , choose a normal coordinate center at o , denote

the coordinate of points as x . By our assumptions on (Mn , g), Mn is diffeo-

morphic to Rn under this normal coordinate. If we identify M" with Rn in

this way, we have two metrics go and g on R" (or on M" ), g is the original

metric on M", g0 is the Euclidean metric. Later on, when we refer to 7?"
with the Euclidean metric, we mean 7?" (or Af" ) with the metric go .

Let r(x) be the distance of x to o with respect to g. Then using the polar

coordinates of x, we can write the metric g as

g = gtj dx' <g> dxj = dr2 + r2gekBt ddk ® dd'.

Set yfg = ^det(gij)i<ij<n, sfge = sJdtX(gBke,)i<k,i<n-\-
We will denote the volume form of go by dx . Denote the volume form on

the unit sphere Sn~x in the Euclidean space by dd. Then under the metric

g, the volume form on the geodesic sphere Sr = {x\r(x) = r} is y/g(r) dd.

Under the metric go , the volume form on Sr is r"~x dd .

The following result estimates ^fg and ^/ge .

Proposition 1. Let (Mn , g) be a complete Riemannian manifold.   Ricc(g) >

-(n-l)A2, Sec(g)<-B2. Then for r>0,

(1) -n(n - l)A2 < So <-n(n - \)B2;

/sinh7i/-y~1       r-, ï     /sinh^rx"
(2) —e— < VÏÏëir) < '

V    Br    J       -V6BW-\    Ar

(3) (n- 1) (ßcothBr--} < dXog^e < („ _ l)ÍAcothAr--

(4) (n - \)BcothBr < ^^^ < (n-I)AcothAr;
dr

Proof.  (1) is trivial.    (2),  (3) are consequences of (4) if one notices that

r"-xy/gi = y/l and ^(0) = 1.
For (4), since Agr = d log sfg/dr, we only have to prove that for r > 0,

(n-l)BcothBr < Agr < (n - 1 )Acoth Ar.

The left-hand inequality follows from the comparison theorem for the Hessian

(for example, see Theorem A on p. 19 in [11].) The right-hand side inequality
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follows from the argument presented in the proof of the Proposition 4.1 on p.
231 in [6] .   D

For notational convenience, we rewrite the equation in problem (P). Since

the equation is inhomogeneous about the unknown function u, it is clear that

(P) is equivalent to following problem. (We still denote it by (P).)

(P)

' - Agu + Su = Ku(n+2)l(n-V   on AT,

u4/t-n~2)g   is complete on M" ;

w>0   onAf".

where S = yn~lSo = ((« - 2)/4(« - l))So > and Ag is the Laplace operator with

respect to the metric g.

Let H"(-l) be the hyperbolic space form, that is, 77"(-l) is a complete,

noncompact, simply connected manifold with constant sectional curvature -1.

H20C(M») = {v\v , dv e L20C(M»)}.

For the solvability of (P), the following result will be needed in the proof of

Theorem 4.

Proposition 2. Let u+, U- be two continuous functions in Hf0C(Mn), such that

-Agu+ + Su+ > K(u+){n+2)'{n-V   on M" weakly;

-Agu- + Su- < K(u-){n+2)("-2)   on Mn weakly;

U- < u+   on Mn.

Then there is a C2 solution u to the equation in problem (P) that satisfies

U- < u < u+ .

Proof. See the proof of Proposition 2.1 on p. 229 in [6]. In fact, in the case that

both u+ and u_ are C2, the result is well known. The observation needed

in the nonsmooth case is that the maximum principles are still available in

this case. Then the proof of the smooth case can be adopted without much

change.   D

3. Nonexistence results

In this section, under the basic assumptions about the manifold, we prove

nonexistence results for problem (P).

When K > 0 near oo, we deal with n = 3 and n > 4 separately. For

n > 4, we can derive a better result at the present stage (Theorem 1). The case

that n = 3 will be treated in Theorems A and B.

Theorem 1 (n > 4). If there is r0 > 0, such that K(x) > Ofor r(x) > r0,  then
problem (P) has no solutions.

Proof. We prove the result by contradiction.   That is, if « is a solution of

problem (P), we will show that w4^"-2^ is not complete.

Without loss of generality (by multiplying g by a suitable constant), we may

assume

A=\,        7i<min{l, (n - l)2/16n(n - 2)}.
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Then for v = {n(n - 2)/4(n - 1)2}7?2 , it is easy to verify

(5) -^\Si\l + ^ + (n-m-B)<0

where Si — -{n(n - 2)/4}B2 = -y~xn(n - \)B2 . Therefore we can choose a

constant 0 < ß < 1 such that for b = {ß2/(n - l)2}|Si|, we have

(6) -^.ifu1-2»*/^*)+(■.-!)(!-«)< a

Define

>dB(

and

v(r) = -¿rí i     u^gdd,
' JdB(r)

< JdB(r) ar I    ' JdB(r)>dB(r) u' I    ' JdB{r)

Then

v'(r) = ( 4=1 Í    ujgdd) =([    ujg-e de)
,yx \r JdB(r) ) \7S"-1 /

1     f      du 1     f        dlog^gg
' JdB(r) or ' JdB(r) ar

From the equation in (P), we have

/    -Agudvolg+ [    Sudvolg= [    Ku(n+2)l{n-2) d\o\g.
JB{r) JB(r) JB(r)

Integrating by parts, we get

(f    ^jgde)=[   (Su-Ku("+2^"-V)^gdd.
\JdB{r) <Jr ) JdB(r)

A computation shows

F'(r) = - ^F(r) - F(r)2 - K(r)F(r)

+ -¿r/   (Su-Ku^2^»-2))jgde/-^-x (    ujgdd,
r JdB(r) I    r JdB(r)

where K(r) is defined as

*M-;¿rj[    «^W^/    "^r        JdB(r) ör I   r        JdB(r)

Since -K < 0 for r>r0, and S < -y~xn(n - \)B2 = Si , we have

(8) F'(r)<-[(n-l)/r]F(r)-F2(r)-K(r)F(r) + Si    for r > r0.

We claim that there is r\ > ro, such that

(9) F(r)<0   for r > rx.
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In fact, by (3), for r > 0,

(10) (n-l)(BcothBr-l/r)<K(r).

Hence there is ri, such that for r > ri, tc(r) > 0. By (8), our claim follows

if we can prove that there is a rx> r2, such that F(r{ ) < 0. If not, F(r) > 0

for r > ri, then from (8), we have

F(r)<Si(r-r2) + F(r2)   for r > r2.

For r large this contradicts the assumption that F(r) > 0.

Now by (8),

(11) F'(r) + ((n-l)/r + K(r))F(r)<Si.

Integrating (11), using (9), for r3 > rx , we get

(12) F(r)<-ßr ftn-le-£K{a)da dt.

But from (3), it is easy to see that for r > t (since A = 1 in our case)

lrK(a)da> /sinhA"-' r"~l

(13) e~ '-\ucdVr)       ^

Equations (12) and (13) imply

„, x     0   iT /sinhi\"~' ,

^^'i3(smh7J      *;

Therefore

/r M _ o-2r}\n-l
}  (      eU)r        e(n-l)tdt

—      '   n - e"2ri)n~l(l - e~{-n~X){-r~ri')).

Then for the ß < 1 chosen at the beginning of the proof, there are r3, r4 ,

such that for r > r4 > r3,

(14) ^)^(^T)^-

Since 5"i < 0, from (8), we have

F'(r) + ((n - l)/r + K(r))F(r) < -(\Si\ + [ß2/(n - l)2]S2).

Now if we go through the proof of  (14)   once again, but replace  Si   by

-(\Si\ + ß2S2/(n - l)2), we see that there is an r5 such that for r > r5,

ß    ne,   , ß2 ?2>
(15) F(r)<__ef(|5l| + _5_l5í:

In general, for the Z? defined at the beginning of the proof, if

F(r) <-^-r|Si|(l + bb¡)   for some b, > 0 and r > n ,

we can conclude that there is ri+x , such that for r > ri+i,

(16) F(r) < -{ß/(n - 1)}|5,|(1 + b(l + bbt)2).
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Therefore we get a sequence {b,}^ , which is defined by

bM = (l+bbi)2   for/> 1, b0=l.

It is clear that the sequence {b¡} is monotone increasing. Then there are two

possibilities: (i) {b¡} is bounded; (ii) {6,} is unbounded. In the following, we

show that u4^n~2^g is not complete in both cases.

In case (i), there exists a limit. Say lim^oo b¡ = k.

Then X = (1 + bk)2. Since k > 0,

k = (l-2b+ Vx--4b)/2b2.

k is real only when 1 > 4b . If k is real, from (16) and (6), we get

P   ,c,m  ,  l-2b + VT=4b~, ß
PiK-1 +-zz-) = --—r|5i|(l +oA).«- r "v 2& '      n-1

We see that there are n < -(n - 1)(1 - B), and rn , such that

(17) F(r)<n   for r > rv.

Then for r > rn,

7^1        lTr^de-n^ Í      U^
r JdBlr) ar r JdB(r)

„ de.
ldB{r) ur r-   ■ jaB(r

By (7),
v'(r) <(n+ K(r))v(r)   for r > rn.

Also from (3), we see that for any e > 0, there is rt, such that

K(r)<(n-l) + e   for r > rE.

Then for r6 = rn + re,

v'(r) <(n + (n- 1) + e)v(r)   forr>r6.

Therefore for r > r6 , we get

(18) v(r) < w(r6)e("+("-1)+£)(r-r6).

Combining this with the definition of v(r),

[     u(r, e)Jg-e de < C(r6 , r,, u)e^"-x^£)r.
JS"-1

But (2) implies

Vg~e>C(B, r^O-'^-lj        for r > r6.

Finally we get

(19) /     u(r,e)de<C(r6,n,u,B)e(i+("-xXx-B^r.
JS"-1

Since n+(n-l)(l-B) < 0, we can choose e suchthat n+(n-l)(l-B)+e <0.

Then since 2/(« - 2) < 1 for n > 4, we have

/   u2l(n~2)dx < C /    rn~x I u(r, ö) de
(20) R" ° \JS"-1 )

i»00

< C i    rn~

Jo
\e2(r,+(n-\)(\-B)+e)r/(n-2) < ^
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That is,

I      ( H rn-xu2/{"-2\r,e)dr\de<œ.

Then for some 0n € S"~x ,

/    r"-xu2^n-2\r, e0)dr <oo.
Jo

Therefore

roo

(21) /    u2«"-2)(r, e0)dr <oo.
Jo

That is, for the metric u4l(n~2)g, the curve C = {(r, 60)\0 < r < 00} has finite

length. Thus the metric u4l(-n~T)g is not complete.

For case (ii) where {¿,}o° 1S unbounded, it is obvious that we can choose

r] < -(n - 1)(1 - B) and rn such that (17) is true. Then the same proof given

above concludes that the metric M4/("~2'g is also not complete. This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.   D

Remark 1. In the proof, we did not take the second order derivative of v(r)

directly because the terms

-L/    d^dlol^ygde;     J-f   ud2u*f'ygdo
r"-{ JdB(r) dr      dr      vs r"~x JdB(r)        dr2      VS

cannot be estimated directly by the assumptions on the curvature and the equa-

tion in problem (P). This is the reason that we introduce the function F(r).

This idea has been used in [9] and [14] to study the unique continuation property

for solutions of elliptic equations and systems. The same remark also applies

to the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 2. If one checks the proof of Theorem 1 carefully, it is easy to see that
the proof gets through if one has the following estimates which are weaker than

the estimates obtained in Proposition 1:

(a) There is r{ > 0, such that

d log y/gl)
-r-5!— > 0   for r > r{ ;

or

(b) There is a function s(r), e(r) —> 0 as r —> 00, and rx > 0, such that

d log JYe

Or
<(n-l)A + e(r)   for r > rx,

(c) There are positive constants C, n and a function p(r), p(r) —> 0 as

r —> 00, such that

Jg-e > Ce("-xïBr+^r   for r>ri.

Remark 3. There may exist a positive solution u to the equation in problem (P)

for some K with K > 0 near 00. By Theorem 1, M4/("~2)g is not complete.
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Example 1. Let (AT, g) be the space form.   That is,   (M", g) = 77"(-l)
= (Dn, gi), where D"  is the unit ball in the Euclidean space.   Since g2 =

4/(l-\x\2)2dx2, v = (2/(l-|.x|2))~("~2)/2 satisfies the corresponding equation

with K = 0. And gi = v4l(-n~2) g2 = dx2 is not complete on D" .

Remark 4. From the proof, we see that the only place where we require n > 3

is to assure 2/(« - 2) < 1 in (20). But (19) is true for n > 3 .

When n = 3 , we can prove the following results

Theorem A (n = 3). If there are positive constants C, r0, p, such that

(22) K(x) > Cr(x)-"   for r(x) > r0,

then problem (P) has no solutions.

Proof. We will use some conclusions obtained in the proof of Theorem 1 to

prove the result.
First of all, from the proof of (21 ), we only have to prove that for a solution

u of problem (P)

(23) /   u2 dx < oo.
Jr?

From the equation in (P), we have

-(/    JT^dd)+i   sujgde=[   Ku'jgde.
\JdB{r) ar ) JdB(r) JdB{r)

Notice S < 0 and (2), for r > 1,

C(B)r~2e2Br [      Ku'r2 d6 < - ( [      ^-Jg de]  .
JdB(r) \JdB(r) "r )

Then for any £ > 0,

C(B)r* [     Ku5r2 de < -rí+2e~2Br ( f      ^Jg de) .
JdB{r) \JdB(r) c'r /

By (9) and integration by parts, for r > rx > r0 ,

c(B) f n [    Kuh2 dedt <-f t^2e-2Bt ( [    ^jg de] dt
Jr,       JdB(t) Jr, \JdB(t) dr )

< _ri+2e-2Br ( f        d_Uj- d\  _ 2B   íríi+2e-2B, f f        du^- ¿Á  ^

\JdB(r) ör j Jr, \JdB(t) dr )

Notice that (7) can be rewritten as

v'(r)r2= -¿r\/g de + r2K(r)v(r).
JdB(r) or
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Then (18), n + 2(l-B) + e <0, (3), integration by parts, and v(r) > 0 imply
that for r2 = ri + I,

C(B) í   [ fi f     Ku5t2 dedtds
Jr2 Jr,       JdB{t)

< - I si+4e~2Bs(v'(s) - k(s)v(s)) ds

-25 f f ti+4e~2Bt(v'(t) - K(t)v(t))dtds
Jr2 Jr,

< Ci(A,B,ri ,Ç)r + C2(A,B, ru Ç)   for some constants C\, C2.

Now by Holder inequality and (22), we have

/ \5/2

C^-""3 ( f     u2t2 de]      <fi I     Kuh2 de   for t > r0
\JdB{t) J JdB(t)

and

f ( / u2dx ]     ds
Jr2   \JB(S)\B(r,) J

- Í [f^3 ÍJ        Uh2 de] dti   (fr2{i~ß~i)ßdt)i/2 dS-

(rs \ 3/2        /  rs \ 3/2

If we choose t\ = 6 + p, then

\3/2        f  rs ^3/2
< Cx

ir, / \Jr, /

Combining (24) with the above inequalities, we finally get that for r > r2,

/   I / u2dx\      ds < Ci(A, B, r\, p)r + Ci(A, B, r{, p).
Jr2   \JB(s)\B(r,) J

Now it is clear that (23) is true.   D

We can do better for the hyperbolic space form. The argument in the follow-

ing result actually works for all dimensions n > 3 .

Theorem B. If (M3, g) = 773(-l) and there is a constant r0 > 0 such that

K(x) > 0 for r(x) > rn,  then problem (P) has no solutions.

Proof. This result is basically a consequence of Theorem 5.1 in [23]. Let u be

a solution of (P). By assumption, (M3, g) = 773(-l) = (D3, g2) - hyper-

bolic space form, where 7)3 is the 3-dimensional unit ball. Denote Euclidean

coordinates on D3 by x and v = (2/(1 - (.xl2))1/2. Then gi = v4 dx2. Now

gi = u4gi = (uv)4 dx2 is complete and the scalar curvature of gï is K . There-

fore

- y3A(uv) = K(uv)5   on D3 ;

(uv)4 dx2   is complete on D3,

where A is the Laplace operator of the standard Euclidean metric.
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Let d> be the first eigenfunction of the following Dirichlet problem.

-A(f> — ki<f>      on D3 ;

cf) = 0 on dD3.

Then we may assume <\> > 0 in D3. For a large constant C, look at the metric

#3 = (uv + C(f>)4 dx2 on D3. Since 4> > 0 and (uv)4 dx2 is complete on D3,

gi is complete on D3. Furthermore, the scalar curvature of g3 is

-y3(A(uv + C<t>))(uv + C(/>)-5 = (K(uv)5+kiCy3(j))(uv + Ccp)'5.

Since k\ > 0 and K(x) > 0 for \x\ > 1 - ô with some 0 < S < 1, it is
clear that we can choose a large C such that the scalar curvature of g3 is

nonnegative. Also since D3 with the Euclidean metric dx2 is conformai to a

half-unit sphere S3 with the standard metric go,, we have a metric g3 which

is complete, conformai to g4 on the half-sphere, and has nonnegative scalar

curvature. By Theorem 5.1 in [23], this kind of metric does not exist. That is,

(P) has no solutions.   D

Now we consider the case that K tends to -oo as r —► oo .

Theorem 2 (n > 3). If there are a > 0, rn > 0, C>0 such that

(25) K(x) < -Cear(x)   for r(x) > r0,

then problem (P) has no solutions.

Proof. As in proof of Theorem 1, we will prove that any positive solution u to

the equation in problem (P) will not make u4^"~2^g complete.

First of all, choose a constant q such that q > n/(n - 2)  and for p =

l + 4/(n-2)9

(26) o - 2(n - l)(p - l)(A - B) > 0.

From (26), we can choose a constant p < 0 such that

(27) o-(n-l)(p-l)(A-B) + (p-l)p>0

and

(28) p + (n-l)(A-B)<0.

Now define

h(r) = -¿r /    tfyftde
r        JdB(r)

and

G(r)= f      u«-xd-^Jgde.
JdB(r) ar

Then it is easy to compute

(29) h'(r) = q(l/r"-[)G(r) + Kq(r)h(r)

where Kq(r) is defined as

M0 = -¿/    u^-^^^gde/^l    u^gde.
r JdB(r) úr I    ' JdB(r)
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Multiply uq~x on the both sides of the equation in the problem (P) and

integrate by parts to get

-/      uq-x^-Jgde+ j   (q - l)uq-2\Vu\2dvo\g + f    Suqdvo\g
JdB(r) or JB{r) yB(r)

JB(

>dB{r) u' JB{r) J B(r)

Ku^dvoU.

(p-i)
i

'B(r)

Therefore

(30) G'(r)= [     (q-\)uq-2\Vu\2Jgde+ f     (Suq - Kuqp)Jgde.
JdB(r) JdB(r)

Set S2 = -y~xn(n - l)A2 = -[n(n - 2)/4]A2, and for r>r0,

K^ = \-J=i[    \K\-l/{p-l)y/gde)   .
{ r JdB(r) J

Then for r > ro, by the Holder inequality,

Íj¿t/    u"^dd] ±[w*L    \K\u"P^d6)K
V JdB(r) J \r JdB(r) J

Notice K < 0 for r > r0 and q > 1 , (30) implies

(31) G'(r)/r"-x > S2h(r) + Kp~xh(r)p.

By (25) and (2), for r>r0,

Ki > C(r0, A)r"-xe-{"-x)Ar+ar'{p-x).

Combing this with (31), for r>r0, gives

(32) G'(r) > rn-x(S2h + Cr^-l^p-^ear-{n-X)(p-X)Arhp).

Rewrite (29) as

-JrK,(t)dt q      - i' K,(t)dt
(e   J'o h(r))' = —xe  J'o G(r).

Then from (32), we have

,yx\ (r    e °        (e    °        h(r)yy

> r"~x(Sih + Cr("~x')(-p~xïe'7r~(-"~x^p~xïArhp).

Define

i->a\ ,  \ ~ f' KS)dt, ,  V
(34) iu(r) = <?   Jro h(r).

Then (33) becomes

, „_i   /' K„{t)dt
(r"  leJr» w (r)y

n-l/o ^  fn-llfD-n   <Jr-(«-l)(p-l)^r+(p-l) f K,(t)dt J' Kq{t)dt
>qr"    (Siw + Crn  l)(p  i]e Jr° wp)eJro
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That is ,

w" + [-+ Kq(r) )w'
(35) V   r qK>)

> qS2w + c^-^-D^-in-^ip-DArHP-^l^dt^^

Now (3) implies that for r > ro ,

(p-\)f Kq(t)dt     C(r0, n,B)  (n_i)(p_i)Br
-     r(n-\)(p-\)

Then

(36) w" + (?—± + Kq(r)\ w' > qS2w + Ceor-{n-X){p-x){A-B)rwp.

We will prove that the function w approaches zero fast enough to conclude the

metric M4/("_2)g is not complete.
Set

(37) y(r) = £**'

where the constant Ç will be specified in a moment and p is determined by

(27) and (28).
Then

y" + (?-Ç- + Kq(r)\ y' - qS2y - Cear-(n-x)(p-X)(A-B)ryp

= y(r) [p2 + (j-p- + Kq{r)\ p-qS2- Cear-(n-x){p-x)(A-B)r+{-p-x^rcip-x\ .

Therefore by (27) and (3), there is rx > 1, such that for arbitrary ¿¡ > 1,

when r > ri,

(38) y" + (?—± + Kq(r)\ y' < qS2y + Cear-{"-X){p-X){A-B)ryp.

For the constant C in (38), choose t\ large enough such that

(39) w(rx)-t\e^ <0

and

(40) qS2+pCc;p-x >0.

Set z(r) = w(r) - y(r). From (36) and (38), we have that for r > rx ,

(41) z"+ (^-^- + Kq(r)\ z' >(qS2 + Cear-^-x^-x^A-^rpp(r)p-l)z(r),

where either w(r) < p(r) < y(r) or y(r) < p(r) < w(r).

Now we claim that z(r) cannot achieve a local positive maximum on (ri, co).

In fact if z(r) does achieve a local positive maximum at r3 > r{, then there

are r4 < r5 < oo such that r4 < r3 < r5 and z(r) > 0 on (r4, r5). But z(r) > 0

implies w(r) > y(r) = c¡e'ír and then p(r) > ^e^ . Therefore (40), (41), and

ri > 1  imply

z" + (t^L+Kq(r)\ z' > (qS2 + Cear-(n-x){p-X){A-B)rpp(r)p-x)z(r)

> (qSi + Cp^p-xear-(n-x){p-X){A'B)r+(p-X)lir)z(r) > 0   on (r4, r5).
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But at r3, z(r$) > 0, z'(r3) = 0, z"^) < 0. Thus we have a contradiction

from (42). That is, our claim is true.

Observing (39), we see that there are only two possibilities:

(i)   z(r) < 0 on (ri, oo) ;

(ii) for some r6 > ri, z(r) > 0, z'(r) > 0 on (r6, oo).

We will prove that u4^"~2^g is not complete if (i) is true and (ii) will not

happpen. If (i) holds,

(43) w(r)<Çe>ir   for r>r,.

Combing this with (34) and the definition of h(r), we have

/     uq(r,e)Jg-ede<!;eßr+^Kq(t)dt   for r>r,.
■As»-'

Then by (2),

f      a,    üwú/í ßr+f K,(t)dt    (Br)"-X
/      uq(r ,e)de <£e    Jro v    '   —-    for r>rx.

y5„-i     v       ;      -s (sinhtfr)"-1

Using (3), we get

/     uq(r,e)de<C(A,B,ri,n)e>ir+(n-xKA-Vr   for r>rx.

From (28) and noting that q > 2/(n -2), v/e can proceed as in the proof of

(21) to conclude that the metric u4^n~2^g is not complete.

If (ii) holds, pick up r7 > r6. Then zi(r) - z(r)¡z(r-¡) satisfies z\(r) > 1,

zj(r) > 0 for r>r-i, and (41) implies

z'{ + ((n-l)/r + Kq(r))z'l

>(qS2 + C(A,B,¿:, n, r7)e"r-<,n-i){p-i)(A-B)r+(p-i)ß^Zi^    forr>r7.

Here we used the fact that w(r) > y(r). Then p(r) > y(r) for r > ri .

Denote y = \(o - (n - l)(p - \)(A - B) + (p - \)p). Then there is r8 > r7
such that for r%> r-,,

z'{ + ((n-l)/r) + Kq(r))z'i>Ce?rzi(r).

Since z\(r%) > 0, we get

(44) z[(r) > C f S-^e-$lK<(t)dte?szx(s)ds.
Jr¡   r

Combing (44) with (3), we have

(45) z'i(r) ^ TiSmr fe^-l)As+"sZi(s)ds   for r > r8.

Since zi(r) > 1 for r > r7, there is r$ > r8 such that

f p(n-\)Ar+yr

z'i(r) >   ,  \sa -r-—m-(1 - e^n-x^A+y^^) > Ceyr   for r > r9 > r8.
n ; - e(n~x)Ar (n- \)A + yy ' ~ 8

That is w'(r) -y'(r) > Ceyr for r > r9. Since p < 0, y > 0, there is ri0 such

that

(46) w'(r) > Ceyr   for r > r10.
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Then for some rxx > rw ,

(47) w(r)>Ceyr   for r > ru.

Denote Ç, = \(a - (n - \)(p - \)(A - B)). From (36) and (47), we have

(48) w" + ((n- l)/r + Kq(r))w' >Ceirwp   for r > rn > ru.

Notice that Ç>0, (46), (47) and (48) imply (similar to the proof of (45))

w'(r)>C [        \     e(n-\)AsHswPds
~        'rn ei"~l)Ar

>C r(n-[)As+js+yps j„

Jr   e(»~x)Ar
Jr,2

> Ceypr   for r>rn> r12.

Thus for some r[4 > ri3,

(49) w(r) > Ceypr   for r > r14.

Using (46), (48), and (49), go through the proof of (49) once again, we see

that there is r15 > ri4 such that

(50) w(r) > Ceyph   for r > r15.

Repeating the above procedure, in general, we can prove that for any integer

k, there is rk such that

(51) w(r)>Ceypkr   for r > rk.

Denote v = (2(n - \)A + Ç)/ypk.   Since p > 1, we can choose k large

enough such that

(52) 2pl(p+\ + v)>\.

Now fixing one of these k and combining (48) with (3), we have

(53) e{"-x)Arw'(r) > C Í e("-X)AsHswp ds.
Jrk

Define

\¡/{r)= f e{"-x)As+lswp ds.
Jn'rk

Then

(54) i¡/'(r) = e{"-x)Ar+írwp.

Using y/(r), (53) can be rewritten as

e2(n-\)ArHrwPw>(r} > Ce(n-l)Ar+rrwP   Í   e(n-\)As+CswP ¿s

Jrk

= Cip(r)y/'(r)   for r > rk.

Then for r > rk , by (51),

Cy/{r)y/'{r) < w'(r)wp(eypkr)v < Cw'(r)wpw1' = Cw'(r)wp+V.
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Integrating the above inequality from rk to r, we have

wp+v+x(r) > Cy/2(r) + wp+"+x(rk) - Ciy2(rk)   for r > rk.

Combining this with (51) and the definition of y/(r), we can choose Rk > rk

such that
wp+v+x(r) > Cy/2(r)   for r > Rk ,

i.e.,

w"(r) > Cy/2pKp+v+X)(r)   for r > Rk.

Therefore, by (54), we have

y/'(r) > Ce(n-x)ArHry/2pl(p+l,+x)(r) for r > Rk.

Finally, integrating the above inequality from Rk to r, we get

1/1 1

1 - 2p/(p + v + l) \i//2pHp+*+i)-i(r)     if/2p/(p+»+x)-l(Rk)

>C f e{n
Jr,

l)As+fj^5_

Since  y/(r) —► oo as r -> oo, from (52) we get a contradiction to (55) as

r -» oo. That is, the case (ii) is impossible.   O

Remark 5. The actual estimates about the volume element that we needed in

the proof of Theorem 2 are (b) in Remark 2 and

(d) there is a function x(r) > X(r) -> 0 as r -> °° > and n > 0 such that

ölogv^e
>(rt-l)Ä+ *(/•)    for r>rx;

(e) there are positive constants C, n  and a function //(r), r/(r) —> 0 as

r -► oo, such that
yfg-e<Ce(n-X)Ar+n(r)r   for r>r,.

Remark 6. All arguments in the proofs of Theorems 1, A, and 2 are near oo .
Therefore if near oo on (Mn, g) we have the estimates in Remarks 2 and 5,

the conclusions of these theorems hold. For example, we can apply our results to

the manifold (M" , gi), where (M" \E\, gi) = (M"\Eo, g), 7sn is a compact

set in M" , E¡ is a subset in Af," , and (Mn , g) is a manifold satisfying our

basic assumptions.

Remark 1. One also observes that there might exist positive solutions to the

equation in problem (P) satisfying (25), as shown in the following example.

Example 2. Let (Mn, g) be a manifold satisfying our basic assumptions. Set

v = (¡)(r)ewr, where <j> is a cutoff function which vanishes near 0 and equals

to 1 for r > 1. Because d\o\%^fg/dr is bounded for r > 1, we can choose

w < 0, \w\ large, such that

w2 + dlo^w + \S\ > 0   for r large.

Then for
K(x) = (-Agv + Sv)v-^+2^l^-2^
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v satisfies the corresponding equation, and K satisfies (25). But t;4/("-2)g is

not complete because w < 0.

4. Existence results

In this section, under the basic assumptions on the manifold, we prove The-

orem 4. Notice that there is a constant r(k, a) such that for r > r(k, a),

-e~ar < -r2ke~ar + . Then in order to prove Theorem 4, we only have to

prove the following result.

Theorem 5 (n > 3). Given constants A, B, ro, k, a > 0, there is a constant

C(A, B, n , ro, k, a) > 0, such that if

(56) msLxK < C(A, B, n, r0, k, a),

and for some positive constant C2,

-C2 < K(x) < -r(x)2(k-x)e~ar(x)k    for r(x) > r0.

Then problem (P) has at least one solution.

Using the inhomogeneity of the equation in problem (P), we see that Theo-

rem 5 is equivalent to

Theorem 5* (n > 3). Given constants A, B, ro, k, a> 0, there is a constant

C(A, B, n, r0, k, a) > 0 such that if for some constants Ci, C2 max^« K <

G C(A, B, n, r0, k, a),  and

-C2 < K(x) < -Cir(x)2(k-X)e-ar{x)k    for r(x) > r0.

Then problem (P) has at least one solution.

Remark 8. Condition (56) is automatically satisfied if maxA/- K < 0. There-
fore we have

Theorem 3(«>3).7/7C<0o« M" , and there are positive constants Cx,

C2, a, k, ro such that -C2 < K(x) < -Cir(jc)2(t-1)rarWi for r(x) > r0.

then problem (P) has at least one solution.

Remark 9. Compare Theorem 5 with Theorem 4 in [5]; we removed the restric-

tion on the ratio of A2¡B2. In Theorem 4 of [5], the authors assumed

A2/B2 < (n- l)2/n(n-2).

Remark 10. Also, one should notice that Theorem 5 applys to the case that K

might approach 0 as r —> 00. This case is not covered by Theorem 4 in [5].

Proof of Theorem 5. Choose a constant g suchthat

(57) £> = 107«(k- 2)^ + 1 + 1.
ro      ?o

We multiply the metric g by the constant q2 . That is consider g5 = Q2g.

Since £5 is conformai to g by a constant multiple, we only have to solve

problem (P) for the metric g¡. For convenience we denote gs by g. Then

(58) Ricc(g)>_(„_l)d_;        sec(£)<-^.
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The condition about K becomes

(59) -C2<7s:(x)<-i^J e-ar{x)'e     for r(x)>gr0,

since the distance is scaled by the constant g .

Without loss of generality, we may assume k > 2. Let

(60) mi = maxTv.

We first consider mi > 0. By multiplying the solution by a constant, using

the inhomogeneity of the equation, we only have to solve the following PDE

problem:

-Agu + Su = (K/mi)u{n+2)'{"-V     on AT;

(P*) u4/{n~2)g   is complete on Mn ;

u > 0   on AT.

We will solve problem (P*) by constructing a pair of super- and sub-solutions.

Choose a smooth function <j>(r) on (0, oo) as follows:

(1) <rj(r)>0   on   (0,oo);

(2) 4>'(r)>0   on   (0,oo);
(3) <p(r) = 0   on   (0,gr0);

(4) (p(r) = 1   on   (3£>ro, oo) ;

(5) 4>(2gro) = Eo;
(6) \4>'(r)\<C(gro)-xeo,\4>"(r)\<C(gror2eo   on   (gr0,2gr0).

The constant 0 < eo < 1 will be specified later.

(7) W(r)\<C(gro)-x,\ct>"(r)\<C(gro)-2   on   (2grQ,3QrQ).
The super solution we will look for is of the form

V = Vi(p + (\ -<f>)v2

where Vi = ew,r , V2 = Z2eW2''f(r). The constants zi ,Wi ,Wi, and the

function f(r) will be specified later.

Let

(61) Lv = (-Agv + Sv)v-("+2^n-2l

We want to compute Lv on four different intervals.

(1) O<r<0ro,
(2) r > 3gr0 ,

(3) gr0<r<2gr0,

(4) 2gr0<r<3gr0.

(1) On (0, gr0). Notice that if v = v(r), a function only depending on r,
we have

d2v     dlogJgdv
Agv = -7 + -Î^—E--

*        Qr2 dr      dr

Then it is easy to verify

Lvi = z~^e-T^T^r | - (w2f(r) + 2w2f'(r) + f"(r))

(62) _^¿K{w2f{r) + f{ry) + sf(r)^f-
(1+2)

("-2).
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Set

/w-fi + ̂VV      coshprj

where p, Ç will be specified later.
A computation shows

w¡f(r) + 2w2f'(r) + f"(r) + d-^H{Wlf{r) + /») + \S\f{r)

/,     sinh^r\i_2 f   , /       sinh^r\2    ,   ,     /,     sinh,ur\ 1

V      cosher/ V      cosher/ \       cosher/ (cosh/ir)2

2 n        1 t..2tft ,  smh/zr^    sinh/zr
+n^K-i)/„.u .„-vi

(cosher)4 V      cosher/ (cosher)3

+ al°6v^W2 f ! + sinhJ^N

+ tf

ôr V      cosh/ir,

1        ôlogv^/       smh^X

V       cosh fir J (cosher)2      dr

sinh/ir
+ |S|    1 +

cosh ßr

Define
t     sinh pr
t = —rJ—    for r > 0.

cosh pr

Using (cosh /¿r)2 - (sinh pr)2 = 1, we have

(63)

w2f(r) + 2w2f(r) + f"(r) + d-^l(w2f(r) + f'(r)) + \S\f(r)

= (1 + tf~21 (w2 + dl°^w2 + |S|) (1 + t)2 + 2pc;w2(l + t)(l- t2)

+ p2tl(cl - 1)(1 - i2)2 - 2p2cl(\ + t)(\- t2)t

+pi(l + t)(l-t2)d-^}

= {\ + tf iwj + dl°^w2 + \S\ + 2pÇw2(l -t) + p2t\(t\ - 1)(1 - t)2

-2p2t(l-t)t + p4(l-t)d-^l}.

By (58),

(64) dU*^>0   forr>0.
or

Now in (63), we choose p < 0, Ç — \, and W2 - -p2 (the value of p will
be specified in a moment). We have

to|/(r) + 2w2f(r) + f"(r) + d-^l(w2f(r) + f'(r)) + \S\f(r)

< (1 + i)1/2{//4 + |5| - p\\ - t) - \p2(\ - t)2 -p2(\- t)t}.

Here we used the fact that for ¿i < 0, r > 0, -1 < í < 0. Furthermore, for

0 < r < 3£>ro ,

t =
sinhpr

coshpr

1 - e2»r

1 + e2^
< 4p1 r < I2p2gr0
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Then (65) implies (also use the fact that -1 < t < 0.)

w2f(r) + 2w2f'(r) + f"(r) + ^^H(w2f(r) + f(r)) + \S\f(r)

(66) < (1 + 017V + 151 + 2|//|3 - \p2 + 2p2\t\)

= (\ + t)x'2{\S\ + p2(-\ + 2\t\ + p2 + 2\p\)}

< (1 + t)x'2{\S\ + p2(-\ + 24p2gro + p2 + 2\p\)}.

By (58),

n(n - 2)   A2
(67) \S\ <

(Qro)2

Now in (66), choose p = -l/^768gr0 . Then from (66) and (57), we have

(68)

w22f(r) + 2w2f'(r) + f"(r) + ^^H(w2f(r) + f'(r)) + \S\f(r)

w,      Mil (      1     (   1      24 ! 2       \     n(n-2)   A2

16iQr0\   4     768     7680ro     ^T6SgT0) 4      (gr0)2j

< (1 + 0./2 (_L_ LI + 2*. + J_ + _J_U »Ölzi)jL.)
-{l + l)     \768^r0 V   4 +768^768+ v/7687 4      (gr0)2 j

<(1+,)W_!_ + "("-2)   *  1<0
SU + rj     \   6144^r0+       4      (É?r0)2i<U-

Here we also used a consequence of (57) that gr0 > 1.

From (62) and (68), we can choose Z2 = z2(A, n, ro) > 0 small enough

such that

(69) Lv2>\    on(0,3ßr0).

Therefore

(70) Lv2 > K/mi    on (0, gr0).

(2) On (3£>rn, oo). We compute

(71)

Lvi = _e-4w,r*/(n-2)ik2w2r2{k-l) + fc(fc _ l)Wlfk-2 + d l°^kWirk~X + \S\\

Choose Wi = \(n - 2)a/gk . By (4),

dlogy/g < (A\ cosh(Arfg)

(72)

Then

dr \Q J sinh(^r/¿>)

'A\ l+e-6Ar°IA\ 1 +e~6Ar°
^"-^UJl^^   f°rr>3,r0.

k2w2r2(k-l) + k{k _ l)Wirk-2 + dl°Z^kwirk-l + \S\

<r2(k-x)Ci(n,A,r0, k,a)    for r > 3gr0.
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Assume

(73) l/ml>C3(n,A,r0,k,a)e2ik-l)

(later we will choose the constant C(A, B, n, r0, k, a) in the assumption of

Theorem 5 such that (73) is true). Then we have

,     (    \2(fc-l) K

(74) Lvi >—-(-) e~ar'e  > —    forr>7>gro.
-    mx \gj ~mi

(3) On (gro, 2gro). By a computation, we have

(75)

Lv = {v)-& Uvf^Lvi + (1 - (f))vpLv2

d
^/^-(vi - v2)cj>'(r) - (vi - v2)<j>"(r) - 2<¡>'(v[ - u2)}

From properties (l)-(6) of 4>, Proposition 1, and the construction of vx, v2,

we see that there is a constant C*(n, A, B, r0, k, a) such that for gro < r <

2gr0,

Lv > (v)-("+2^n-V{-e0C*(n, A, B, r0,k,a) + (\ - e0)^"+2)/(""2)Lv2}.

Using (69) gives

(76) Lv > (v)^n+2^"-2\-eoC*(n,A,B, r0, k, a) + (1 - e0)^+2)/(""2)}.

Now we see that there is a small £n = £o(", A, B, ro, k, a) > 0 such that if (¡>

is defined by this Co , we have

Lv > 0   on (gro, 2gro).

Since K < 0 on (gro, 2gro),

(77) Lv > K/mx    on (gro, 2gr0).

(4) On (2gr0, 3gr0). By (69) and (75), we have that on (2£>r0, 3£>r0),

Lv > (w)-("+2)/(-2) Lv[n+2)/{n-2)Lvi - dX°^(vi-v2W(r)
(78) l T

-(vi-v2W(r)-2$(v\-v'2)y

Now if at ri with 2gr0 < r\ < 3gr0 ,

<t>vr2)l(n-2)Lvx(n) - d-^(vi - viW(n)

- [vx - v2W(rl) - 2<f>'(n)(v[(n) - v'2(ri)) > 0,

we certainly have

(79) Lv(n)>0.

If at ri with 2gr0 < ri < 3gro,

(t>vrmn-1)Lvi(ri)-d-^l(vi-v2W(ri)

- (vi - v2)<t>"(ri) - 24>'(ri)(v\(n) - v'2(n)) < 0,
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and noting that on (2£»r0, 3gro), 4> > £o > then v > en^i on (2gr0, 3¿>r0), we

have

(80)
Lv(ri) > (e0Vi)-("+2)/("-2) {4>v\n+2mn-2)Lvi(ri)

d\og^g.

Or
-(vi(n)-V2(ri)W(ri)

(vi-V2Wl(rx)-24>l(n)(vlx(ri)-v'2(rx))Y

Hence in all cases there is a constant C4(n, A, B, r0, k, a) such that

(81) Lv > -C4(«, A, B, ro, k, a)   on (2gr0, 3gr0).

Then in order to have

(82) Lv>K/mx    on (2gr0, 3gr0),

we only need that on (2gr0, 3gr0),

1     /r\2{k~X) *    „

m\~) e~Ur'e   ^-C4(n>A>B>r°>k>a)-

It is enough to have

(83) -L > j^~L^e^kC4(n,A,B, r0,k,a).

Now it is clear that if we choose the constant C(A, B, n, ro, k, a) in the

assumption of Theorem 5 in such a way that

C~X(A, B, n,r0, k , a)

(84) = max { (2^~)2(Jt3TyeQ(3ro)/CC4(n, ^, S, rQ,k,a),

C3(n,A,ro,k,a)g2<k-v\.

Then (73) and (83) are true. Therefore (82) is true. Now (70), (74), (77),
and (82) imply that v is a supersolution to the equation in problem (P*).

On the other hand , since Wi > 0, we can choose a small constant z3 > 0

such that z3 < v . But when z3 is small, we have

(85) Lzí = z~4l("-2)S < K/m\    on M"

by the assumption on K and the fact that S < C(n, A, r0) <0. Therefore for

z3 small, z3 is a subsolution to the equation in problem (P*).

Now Proposition 2 yields a solution u to the equation in problem (P*)

satisfying z3 < u < v . It is clear that this solution is positive and also makes

w4/(«-2)g complete because g is complete and u > z3.

In the case that maxK < 0, we choose a positive constant mi such that

1 /mi > C~x(n, A, B, r0, k, a). Then we can proceed as in the the previous

case to conclude the existence of a solution of problem (P*). Therefore there
is no restriction for maxA/« K when K < 0.   D
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Remark 11. From the proof of Theorem 5, one can check that the estimates

needed for the volume element are (64), (72), and

dlJ^ < C(n , r2)   for 0 < r, < r < r2.
or

Thus Theorem 5 actually holds for the following type of complete, noncompact,

simply connected manifolds (Mn , g) :

(1) So<-C<0;
(2) Ricc(s) > -(" - l)A2, Sec(g) < 0.

Remark 12. Condition (56) is not a best possible condition in the following

sense.

Claim. Let (Mn , g) be a manifold satisfying our basic assumptions. Given

positive constants A , B , r0 , k , a, C2; for any m > 0, there is a function

Km on (M" , g) such that

-C2 < Km(x) < -r(x)2{k-l)e-ar{x)k for r(x) > r0.

But maxM» Km> m, and problem (P) is solvable for this Km .

Sketch of the construction. Choose a function K on M" such that

-C2 < K(x) < -r(x)2(k'X)e-ar^k    for r(x) > r0.

By (4),

d-^l > C(B, n)1-   for0<r<l.
dr      ~ r

Also notice that (65) actually holds as

w2f(r) + 2w2f'(r) + f"(r) + d-^H(w2f(r) + f'(r)) + \S\f(r)

< (1 + 01/2{/ + |5| -p\\-t)- \p2(\ - t)2 - p2(\ - t)t}

291pg^(1+i)1/2
~ß       dr

Now replace mi in the definition of (60) by

mi = max K(x).
r(x)>\

Then for the same choice of p, z2, w2, Ç, we see that we can modify K on

{x|r(x) < 1} to get a Km satisfying the requirement in the Claim and problem

(P) is solvable for this Km by the same proof given in the proof of Theorem

5.    D

Remark 13. From Remark 12, one might guess that probably no restriction on

maxTC is necessary. In the following, we give an example to show that the

situation might be complicated.

Example 3. Consider the hyperbolic space form 77"(-1). Let

(n-2)/2

Vl     U(coshr/2)2j
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Then it is easy to see that -Agv{ + Svx = 0. Also set v2 = ewr with w <

-(n + 2)/2 and

w2 + wdl°^ + \S\>C>0   for r>rx

where rx is some number. Such w exists because d log -Jgjdr is bounded for
r> 1.

Now consider the metric #6 = (vi + v2)4/(n~2'>g. It is clear that g(, is not

complete because w < 0. Furthermore the scalar curvature of g(¡ is

K = yn(vi + v2)-^n+2^n-2\-Ag(vx + v2) + S(vx + v2))

= -7n(vi + Ü2)-C+2)/C-2) (^ + wdlo*y/l + \S\\ ewr

~ -Ce(w+(n+2)l2)r   asr^oo.

Therefore for some Cx , C2, ro , K satisfies

-C2 < K(x)/Ci < -e^+(n+2)/2)r(x)     fof r(jfj > ^

That is, we demonstrated a function 7C/Ci which satisfies the assumptions of

Theorem 5 except (56), but the corresponding equation in problem (P) has a

positive solution u — vx + i»2 which does not make w4/("~2)g complete.
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